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About This Game

Carp Fishing Simulator is the most advanced, authentic fishing experience on the market.

Are you tired of not being able to cast where you want?
Tired of having a time limit?

Tired of being told by the announcer to lower the line tension?
Tired of information that you wouldn't know in real life given to you on the user interface?

Tired of catching fish after fish, no matter what you do?

Carp Fishing Simulator is for you!

Fish from any peg on 5 venues containing Mirror Carp, Common Carp, Grass Carp, Ghost Koi,Tench, Bream, Catfish,
Sturgeon, Perch, Pike & Zander.

Use up to 3 rods, a Spod rod, Marker rod and bait Boat.

Earn coins by catching fish. Use the coins to purchase new tackle & unlock new venues.

Real Time of day - Real accurate Time of day or night.
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Real Dynamic weather - Changeable weather conditions taken from the real world location of the venues.

Seasons - Depending on the month you fish, you'll see seasonal changes which also affect the water/air temperature.

Full character customisation (COMING SOON) - Don't just choose a character, make your own!

Real AI - Fish are all completely controlled by complex AI, They are released in to the lake and do their own thing. No
behaviour is pre-programmed.

And the list goes on...
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Publisher:
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Even though the graphics need to be worked on, as they can be glitch and buggy, I won't be talking much about that as it's still in
EA, anyways, I'm still getting into this game and I already love it, you need to be smart and strategic to last long in this game,
take control of your factions, attack others, and recruit more to build your community.

8/10. [Spolier!] The world\/planet creation was just simply amaizing, waiting forward for thrid book!. Artifact aventure is like
the best of 8-16 bit dragon quest striped down to the core, gaining freedom of choice (obscure - and consequences), challenge
(and death or you can litterally give up on your quest).
Rapid game progression, sane random encounter rate, 8bit glory. All in iron man mode

The worst so far is granting unique magic abilities to mana-devoid characters. What a waste, and very little clue to avoid it.
Full of fun otherwise.
I love it.. It was a good concept until you see the flaws. No auto trader option makes me have to do work.I don't appreciate work
or that fact that I have to perform it. I also have a problem with the time speeding up thing. If you don't go to church and take a
bath every day, then you get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by the locals. When you speed up the game by 1 month a second, it will destroy you.. I
am not sure what i think about this game. I am not all that familiar with this genre but i have played Patrician IV and this game
is extremely similiar to that game in almost everything except the setting. The game is certainly prettier and die hard fans could
probably name thousands of ways that the games are different but i found the games to be so similiar that i would have been
really disappointed if i had paid a whole lot of money for it.

Luckily i did not and if you have not played Patrician IV then there is no reason for you to care. But people who have should
know about this.

Now concerning the game itself. I really enjoyed my time with the game at first. The game should should be pretty easy to get
into both for newcomers and old fans and it is really fun at first to travel the Mediterranean Sea buying low and selling high.
Setting up trade routes, building industry and expanding your trade empire is really fun and relaxing but the game is just way too
easy.

You really have to try to fail at making money and after a couple of hours you should have been able to set up some trade routes
which basically makes you a bunch of money without you having to do anything. There is a bunch of stuff to do in the game but
it all comes down to making more money and it is often more time consuming than it is challening.

Sure you can produce your own wares to increase your profit margin which means that you have to make sure that your factories
have the required raw material and so on. But why would you do this more than once only to increase the profic margins that are
already good enough.
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Sure you can try to make some more money to buy some new ships and create an extra trade convoy but you have already done
this a bunch of times and the endless loop of making more money so that you can make more money gets old.

I found the game lacking in having interesting stuff to spend your money on. Some people might be satisfied with simply
making money so that you can make more money but i found that really boring after a while and there really was not anything
there to keep my interest after that.

Oh and the naval combat is crap. It controls really odd and for some strange reason the devs decided to take away the slowed
down speed modes in the combat. So the combat is really fast and i thought that it turned into a hectic mess. You can also only
control one ship at a time and the ai takes control of the rest. This is functional for normal sea battles but it turns into a mess
when you have to sail around and try to catch a ship so that you can board it.

I have probably sounded quite negative about the game but i absolutely do not dislike it. It is a charming and simple game about
trade and i would recommend it to people who is looking to spend some hours doing just that. But i did not find the depth in the
game to keep me interested after a couple of hours and you should probably take that into consideration when thinking about the
price.. When you have a couple of minutes to spare (obviously I haven't got too far yet!) this is a pleasant diversion.

Well worth the dollar I paid, as I keep coming back to beat that high score.

P.S. It took me a while to realise that some units are firing back (couldn't work out why I was dying - thought some units
obscured by the side trees must have been sneaking through). Relaxing game. Old game on new egine
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Great game so far. but holy crap the motion sickness. Yet I do just fine in Elite: Dangerous. I think the main issue for me is that
I can't focus on certain UI elements in Battlezone (primarily the crosshair) and that hurts my eyes. Simple with a lot of room for
skilled play.

Wish I could rebind buttons in the game, that's my only complaint so far.

More people need to get this though, matchmaking takes forever.. Short Answer: Bug filled mess at it's best, with enemies that
don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. More than meets the eye. The game play is far from its cuteness design and its satisfy the thirst for
tower defense game. verry good game
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